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Abstract: The importance and pervasiveness of Artificial Intelligence (AI) are
dramatically increasing in these years, together with an accelerated migration to-
wards Internet of Things, determining the rise of the Edge computing paradigm.
According to this trend, Edge intelligence is expected to become the foundation of
many AI applications use cases, spanning from predictive maintenance to machine
vision and healthcare. Edge computing generates a fragmented scenario, where
computing and storage power are distributed among multiple devices with highly
heterogeneous capacities. In this framework, component placement and resource
selection become crucial to arrange in the most convenient way the available re-
sources of the Computing Continuum. In this work, we propose SPACE4AI-R,
a tool to effectively address the runtime management of AI applications compo-
nent placement and resource selection in the Computing Continuum. Through a
Random Search combined with a Stochastic Local Search algorithm, SPACE4AI-R
copes with runtime workload fluctuations by identifying the cost-optimal reconfig-
uration of the initial production deployment, while providing performance guar-
antees across heterogeneous resources including Edge devices and servers, Cloud
GPU-based Virtual Machines and Function as a Service solutions. Experimental
results show that our tool efficiently finds placement reconfigurations in a real use
case of identifying wind turbines blade damage, and can manage large-scale systems
providing remarkable cost savings over static placements, while keeping execution
time in the order of seconds.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is becoming increasingly popular in a wide range of sectors and industries.
According to Fortune Business Insights (2022), the global AI market size is projected to reach USD 1395 billion
in 2029, at a CAGR of 20.1% [1]. Cloud computing has represented one of the main computing paradigm for
AI and big data applications, but the recent technological advances in processors, memory and communications
initiated the Internet of Things (IoT) era, where a huge amount of data is generated by widespread end devices
(smart watches, smart city power grids, connected vehicles, smart homes are some examples) [2]. Since IoT
requires mobility support and geo-distribution in addition to location awareness, Cloud computing paradigm
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alone is not suited for these latency-sensitive applications [3]. Also, if so many end devices send their data to
the Cloud, there may be a network overload, making Cloud prohibitive in this framework.
Edge computing paradigm has emerged as a solution to the Cloud computing limitations. It brings storage,
computation and network services near the end devices through the so called fog nodes, which can be switches,
cameras, routers, computers and servers, linked through a stable network connection [4]. Thanks to this
approach, Edge computing is characterized by low latency, wide geographic distribution, processing power closer
to the user and real time interactions, overcoming Cloud computing lacks [5]. Nonetheless, it is important to
remark that Edge computing is not a replacement to Cloud computing; if, on the one side, the main advantage
of Edge systems is to improve applications performance by reducing the latency, on the other side, Edge
resources have usually less computing capacity than the Cloud and can become a bottleneck in the computation.
Hence, if an application requires computational power which is not available at the Edge nodes, there should
still be the option to connect to the Cloud data centers [4], if delay requirements and network connections
allow so. Therefore, the Computing Continuum paradigm is the best approach: latency-sensitive tasks can be
distributed among Edge nodes while compute-intensive tasks are offloaded to the Cloud layers. At this point
it is clear that Edge computing generates a fragmented scenario, where the computational power is distributed
among devices with highly heterogeneous capacities and connectivity. In this framework, component placement
and resource selection are crucial to orchestrate at best the Computing Continuum resources, minimizing the
expected costs while meeting Quality of Service (QoS) requirements [2]. In particular, given an infrastructure
S and an application A, where S contains information on the resources (Cloud Virtual Machines, Edge nodes,
end devices) with their capacity (in terms of CPU, memory), and A contains information about the components
(how they invoke each other, how they exchange data), the goal of the placement problem it to find a mapping of
applications components to the infrastructure resources, while fulfilling hardware, network, privacy and Quality
of Service requirements [6] (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: The placement problem: mapping application on the infrastructure [6]

The component placement problem needs to be tackled in two different phases: design-time and runtime [7].
Design-time choices aim to determine the optimal allocation of the application components on the candidate
resources, satisfying all the requirements and the devices computational or storage constraints. However, in
practical applications, the application workload (requests per second to process) expected at design-time is often
subject to fluctuations due, for example, to variations in the generated data volumes [7]. For this reason, the
initially designed placement may become unfeasible or oversized depending on the input workload, so it has to
be continuously monitored and adapted online.
SPACE4AI-D, developed in [8], is a tool that tackles the component placement problem and resource selection
in the Computing Continuum at design-time, dealing with different application requirements. In this thesis, we
propose SPACE4AI-R, which, exploiting an efficient Random Search combined with a Stochastic Local Search
algorithm, tackles the runtime problem by identifying a suitable reconfiguration of the running placement able to
cope with the workload fluctuations. The Computing Continuum consists of heterogeneous resources, including
Edge devices and servers, Cloud GPU-based Virtual Machines and Function as a Service solutions
Design-time and runtime approaches have subtle but important differences. The most relevant one lies in their
required responsiveness: while a design-time tool is allowed to take as much time as needed (up to several
minutes) to find the initial production deployment (i.e., the initial placement), a runtime tool must provide a
feasible reconfiguration in few seconds at most, due to the online running application. Therefore, runtime tools
must be designed making appropriate cost-reactivity trade-offs while tuning the solver algorithms, as well as
implemented in a very efficient way to reduce the execution time.
We validated SPACE4AI-R through an experimental analysis divided in two parts. The first one deals with
a real use case application of 2 hours duration, consisting in wind turbines blade damage identification, in
three different computing scenarios. We simulate the dynamic workload fluctuations by considering a bi-modal
workload profile for the duration of the application, and request a reconfiguration every 5 minutes. Results show
that our tool is able to efficiently compute the placement reconfiguration in all scenarios, keeping execution time
below half a second. The second part deals with the scalability analysis, where we prove that our tool is able
to tackle small (5 components) to large-scale (15 components) systems, keeping the execution time around a
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couple of seconds, successfully adapting the design-time tool proposed in [8] to the runtime framework. Finally,
we report the cost savings that can be obtained through the dynamic placement and reconfiguration mechanism
over a static placement (tuned on the maximum expected workload) that is kept fixed for the entire duration
of the application.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follow. Related works are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 introduces
the basic application and resources models. Section 4 describes a real use case that can benefit from our tool.
Section 5 formulates the optimization problem, while Section 6 describes the heuristic solution. Experimental
results are discussed in Section 7, and final conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2. Related work

Component placement problems are continuously gaining a lot of attention from the research community. In [9],
authors provided a classification of the literature proposals in terms of the placement purpose (e.g., scheduling,
offloading, distribution of physical resources), the computing paradigm (Cloud-Edge, only Cloud, only Edge),
and the optimization metrics (latency time, energy consumption, total cost of the placement). In [6], the authors
proposed a more specific review on the algorithms used to solve the placement problem, according to different
characteristics of the infrastructure S and the application A. They also highlighted typical bad practices in the
field (e.g., evaluation environments not matching real-case settings, insufficient number of simulations biasing
the validation of results, missing state-of-the art algorithms as comparison baseline), and provided useful rec-
ommendations to foster meaningful evaluation settings that could help both the academic and the industrial
world.
In [10], the authors proposed a tool to optimize resource allocation in the context of Deep Learning (DL) tasks
(e.g., face recognition, intelligent surveillance system, and so on). Each type of task is characterized by a unique
Deep Neural Network (DNN) model, partitionable in independent logical layers. Assuming that the tasks come
with a given arrival rate, the tool finds the optimal partitioning of the DNNs models and place the layers at the
Edge or at the Cloud, minimizing the long term expected End-to-End delay, under strict energy constraints.
They used a reinforcement learning approach to find the best partitioning, while designed a heuristic to com-
pute the optimal resource allocation for each DNN task. Results show that their approach outperforms the
current available alternatives, reducing the End-to-End delay from 0.5% to 11% compared to the other tools,
especially in tight energy budget scenarios. In [11], the authors coped with the task offloading in a multi-service
scenario with Edge-Cloud cooperation. They designed a flexible tool that can address concurrently the service
placement at the compatible devices, the computing resource allocation for each service, and the communication
rate allocation between the different devices in the Computing Continuum. The optimization aims to minimize
the total processing time, while guaranteeing the long term stability of the task queuing on all the Edge-Cloud
devices and servers, which is crucial to control the list of pending and backlogged tasks. The problem is trans-
formed into a deterministic Lyapunov-based formulation for each time instant, and a multi-timescale algorithm
manages the offloading at subsequent time slots.
Among the discussed proposals, [12, 13] are the closest to our approach. In [12], the authors modeled the com-
puting infrastructure as an Undirected Graph, where each node corresponds to the Edge and Cloud clusters,
characterized by specific hardware characteristics (CPU, memory) with the geographic location, and each edge
represents the network connection, characterized by bandwidth and latency. The Edge application, instead,
is modeled as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where each node is an application component characterized
by the requested hardware resources with the geographic location, and each edge is marked with a requested
bandwidth and latency. The provisioning problem is formulated as a single-objective program, aiming to min-
imize the total provision cost in terms of processing, memory and data transfer costs. The problem is solved
through a greedy approach, namely the Edge-Native Provisioning (ENP), which first splits the application into
subsets of star components sorted according to the number of links, and then greedily selects the best provision-
ing for each star component. In [13], the authors addressed again the multi-component application placement
problem, minimizing the total placement cost. They propose two heuristic algorithms, namely MATH-MCAPP
and G-MCAPP. The first, based on matching and local search techniques, is very efficient when the number
of components and devices is relatively limited, while G-MCAPP is a greedy algorithm designed for Mobile
Edge Computing (MEC) with a large number of servers and components. Results show that the two algorithms
outperforms the CPLEX solver in terms of execution time for small system instances, and they behave well
with large scale problems (100 components and 200 available resources).
The proposals discussed so far modeled the placement and resource selection as a single-objective optimization
problem (as we do in this work), focusing on delay optmization [10, 11], energy optimization [14, 15], and cost
optimization [12, 13]. However, several works frame the placement problem in the multi-objective optimization
branch. For instance, in [16] an approach for scheduling and offloading workflow tasks, represented as Directed
Acyclic Graph, has been proposed modelling the Fog-Cloud computing infrastructure as a Multi-Agent System
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8. Conclusions

The online placement orchestration requires fast and reactive solutions able to reconfigure the system in real
time, i.e., while the AI applications are running, in order to cope with workload fluctuations. This work proposes
SPACE4AI-R, a tool to support application components placement and resource selection in the Computing
Continuum at runtime. The original design-time approach [8], not suited for the runtime framework due to
inadequate solving time, has been first adapted to the runtime problem by implementing the Random Search
exploiting the features of the faster C++, and then enhanced by adding an efficient Stochastic Local Search
downstream, designed to further reduce the placement cost. Experimental results show that our tool effectively
manages a real use case exploiting three different computing infrastructures, and can cope with large-scale
systems while providing important cost savings through the dynamic placement. SPACE4AI-R execution time
is of the order of seconds, being at least two orders of magnitude faster than the design-time approach, and yet
the costs of the computed solutions never exceed the ones of the design-time placements.
Future works will extend the Stochastic Local Search algorithm by investigating other neighborhood exploration
techniques possibly better than the first improving, as well as design new approaches based on different heuristics,
such as Tabu Search. Moreover, new performance models based on machine learning models, trained with real
use cases data, will be introduced to improve the resources response time estimation accuracy.
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